
Baselworld: Good times with good 

friends and spirits are high due to 

buyers happily buying – but curiously 

not that many new watches here in 

Basel this year. While my attention fo
r 

retro-rehashes wanes, a few worthy 

notables are Glashütte Original’s 

casual cool Seventies Panorama 

Date, and the mod-survivalist themed 

Porsche Design P’6520 Heritage 

Compass watch. 

How I wish there were more mega-

complications to 
satisfy my inner (and 

perhaps outer) nerd. But the show was 

not totally la
cking and Harry Winston’s 

Opus Eleven by Denis Giguet stole 

my heart with a dial that “explodes 

time”. And the Hautlence HL2 is now 

completed, with a 

compellingly cleve
r 

and beautiful 

movement. Colour 

was certainly a
 hot 

topic this year. 

Corum’s Admiral’s 

Cup rubber-coated 

limited edition 

pieces came in bold colours, while 

Omega’s new Liquidmetal Seamaster 

showed-off azure blue with titanium. 

But Chopard offered the biggest 

chromatic surprise – a Mille Miglia 

Gran Turismo XL watch in pink that 

I might actually wear!  

Ariel Adams, aBlogtoRead

Baselworld: 65 

Postcards
64: Baselworld

Over eight days, the 39th Baselworld welcomed a record 103,200 visitors 
through its doors, The mood was bright and optimistic and, although many 
manufacturers were still opting to play it safe, there was nevertheless much 
to see in terms of both innovation and classic style. The following pages 
reveal some of the top pieces seen by a mix of QP writers – old and new. 

Clockwise from top left: There’s something about the 1970s, with its space-inspired influence on art and design that captures everyone’s imagination. In a tribute to this unique 
decade, Glashütte Original has introduced the Seventies Panorama Date with a characteristic streamlined, soft-edged, aerodynamic appearance; These super-bright, rubber-
coated, limited edition Corum Admiral’s Cup pieces will hit retailers later in 2011; Chopard has been partnering the legendary Mille Miglia for over 20 years, releasing a new 
timepiece to coincide with each edition of the legendary race. And for 2011, the company has issued the first version for women in candy pink – still sporting the trademark rubber 
strap with 1960s Dunlop Racing tyre-tread motif. 
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Baselworld: 65 

Lovely weather at this year’s Baselworld made moving around a pleasure and three outdoor lunches brought old and new friends as well as some extremely expensive food. I calculate that it is possible to see over 10,000 different watches in five days at Baselworld, but just a few will make this side of my postcard.
Limited editions gave me the most pleasure, alongside ever-impressive offerings from Patek Philippe and other major dial names. Jean Dunand’s one-off Shabaka, diamond-set piece at £385,000 ignored economic crises and far-off wars. The Palace tent housed brilliant new-wave makers such as MB&F, Urwerk and Peter Speake-Marine. The AHCI booths of indies, overseen by co-founder Sven Andersen, was full of good things, including the remarkable Detent piece, with its 

entirely new escapement, by Urban Jürgensen & Sønner. Greubel Forsey astonished. Vogard nearby is doing really well in the worldtimers market. Christopher Claret showed off intriguing new Blackjack. 

Extra-large time markers were everywhere. Rolf Schneider’s Ulysse Nardin added to its Freak range in silicium, made in Sion; he proclaimed “Sion is the Silicon Valley of the Swiss watch industry”. And Bremont’s suite outside the fair was a pleasure – the company is now in the top 20 COSC certified watchmakers in the world. How good is that for the Englishes down in Henley?

Top right: Omega Seamaster constructed from Grade 5 titanium with ceramic and Liquidmetal® bezel and featuring Omega’s Co-axial Calibre 8500 self-winding movement with 
Silicon ‘Si14’ balance spring. Above, far left and second left: The Chronometer P8 represents the first time that a detent escapement has been used in a wristwatch. This new 
invention is the result of many years’ development work and the long-held wish for a true Urban Jürgensen & Sønner movement, with strong emphasis on precision, reliability and 
long intervals between servicing. Above far right and second right: For those who want more than just time for their £200,000, there is Christophe Claret’s Blackjack. A total of 
21 games including blackjack, roulette, and any number of dice games can be played on this Calibre BLJ08, self-winding, COSC chronometer-certified piece. 

As a vintage watch lover with strong 

proclivities towards simple dials and 

equally simple movements, this year’s 

Baselworld offered much to celebrate and 

a little to carp about. Zenith’s 38mm El 

Primero is an exciting dose of retro
 sizing 

to match a retro look, having borrowed 

its dial configuration and color scheme 

from the 1969 Baselworld release, the  

ref. A386.  

Omega’s new calibre 9300/9301 Co-axial 

chronograph looks and feels fantastic in 

the Speedmaster, but there is something 

inside me that says a Speedmaster needs 

to have three registers and a rotor-less
 

movement. Patek Philippe’s ref. 5270 

perpetual calendar chronograph was a 

standout for me, partly because my 

personal Grail is Patek’s first perpetual 

calendar chrono – the ref. 1518.  The 5270’s 

blackened markers 

on silver dial give the 

brand’s first truly 

in-house perpetual 

calendar chrono a 

subtly modern tone.

But the item I most 

lust after from Baselworld 2011 is not 

a watch at all, but rather an hourglass 

– an hourglass that costs more than a 

Toyota.  Marc Newson’s HGS Hourglass 

for Ikepod is quite simply a magnificent 

piece of modern art, that doubles as a 

temporary time-telling device.  At $28,500 

for the 60-minute timer and $13,000 for 

the 10-minute timer, the Hourglass may 

not make much sense, but then again, in 

this industry, what does?

Benjamin Clymer, Hodinkee
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Clockwise from top left: The new 38mm El Primero represents a nostalgic look back to the world’s first self-winding chronograph – the Zenith El Primero A386 launched in 1969; 
Patek Philippe’s Perpetual Calendar Chronograph ref. 5270 features a white gold 41mm case housing the CH 29-535 PS Q hand-wound movement. As well as hours, minutes, 
seconds and date, the piece also boasts a chronograph and a perpetual calendar with leap year, day/night indicator and a moonphase display;  The Omega Speedmaster featuring 
Co-axial Calibres 9300/9301 self-winding movement. ‘Moonwatch’ style dial with two subdials in platinum with black enamel dial and white gold applied indexes. 

Postcards
66: Baselworld

Blisters on feet are almost gone which means it is time to look back at Baselworld 2011. What most stands out for me is the fact that for the first time, there were more interesting women’s watches than men’s. Now that is a novelty!
Patek Philippe has introduced its first two grande complications for women – though not sure that the 7059 single-pusher split second chronograph would be my first choice of haute horlogerie. Omega was tripping over itself with tray after tray of mechanical watches for women – notably a retro chic large-size Constellation – and most unexpected, Louis Vuitton’s Lovely Cup (and no, this is not a bra) diving chrono is now offered with a mechanical movement.

At the other end of the spectrum is a 

whole array of smaller-size, pretty little watches for women such as Boucheron’s Ma Jolie, Chopard’s smallest size Imperiale and Dior’s microscopic La D. To me this signals a maturing of watch offerings for women, heralding the demise of the stopgap, shrunk-down boy’s watch for girls approach. For both men and women, wearable, sensible watches were common place and Frederique Constant and Maurice Lacroix excelled at offering well-priced, good looking watches with sound mechanics – though my favourite mechanical folly was Hermès’ Temps Suspendu that does nothing more useful than stopping time.
Maria Doulton
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Although the business of showing new watches is becoming a rolling – or at least seasonal – process, Baselworld is still the axis on which the watch world turns. Much of what is on show might well have been previewed or heavily trailed at least, but it is only within the buzz and rush of the fair that the wider picture can be seen, comparisons made and pulses taken and it is only through an event of Baselworld’s gravity and size that new ideas and designs get the chance to gain traction. One of the pleasures of Basel is the chance it offers to gauge so many different viewpoints and opinions.
So what of Baselworld 2011? Most of the more important tendencies were already apparent going into the show, slim watches, novel escapements and decorative arts all being 

confirmed as dominant trends, while the move away from oversized wrist bricks was more pronounced than ever. Signs of a revival of 1970s watch design were also more evident than might have been thought (perhaps it’s those ever-rising oil prices) Glashütte’s take being of particular note. What was truly shocking, though, were outlying signs that 1980s designs are not far beyond the retro horizon.

As for the pulse of the industry, the mood seemed almost strangely sane and businesslike – whatever next?

Clockwise from top left: For 2011, Marc Newson has introduced a smaller version of the Ikepod Hourglass, intended to be as much a piece of sculpture as a timekeeper. (Picture 
courtesy of Marc Newson Limited); The chic and sporty, quartz-operated Louis Vuitton’s Tambour Lovely Cup chronograph; Pure elegance – the Dior La Mini; Patek Philippe’s 
Ladies First Split Seconds Chronograph features a diamond-set bezel and cream-coloured grained opaline dial, housing the calibre CHR 27-525 PS Grand Complication movement 
– the world’s thinnest split-seconds chronograph with column wheel control.  

The lure of this year’s Palace was strong 

enough to warrant several trip
s to this 

paradise of indepe
ndents. Current holder 

of the GTE Superwatch Award, Frédéric 

Jouvenot’s magnificent Solar Deity 

collection of watches that tell the time 

without conventional hands, numbers 

or discs lived up to all its pre-Basel 

hype. Karsten Fraessdorf of Heritage 

Watch Company succeeded in explaining 

the theory and mechanics behind his 

constant-power escape mechanism 

to someone who happily left physics 

behind two decades ago. And Rebellion’s 

Predator Chrono Mono-Pusher and REB-

5 Tourbillon – both utilising the design 

talent of the ubiquitous Eric Giroud – 

were every bit as th
ought provoking as is 

now expected from this headline-grabbing 

brand.

In the main halls new interest in the 

number ‘8’, the dramatic decrease in 

the size of ladies’ w
atches and the very 

distinct patterns on 

some dials suggested 

that much mainstream 

design is now highly 

targeted for the Chinese 

market. That said there 

was a lot on offer t
hat 

couldn’t fail to appea
l 

to all markets. 

Patek’s 40.8mm, ref. 5164 Aquanaut adds 

a lust-after Travel Time model to the 

collection. 

Bell & Ross’s re-working of 2009’s Radar 

is a vision in red t
hanks to its pigmented 

crystal glass. Bu
t my absolute star of 

Basel is a TAG Heuer piece that I sadly 

can’t share with you at the time of going 

to press due to an embargo – but look 

out for a stunning re-issue of a 1930s 

chrono classic this summer.

Tracey Llewellyn
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68: Baselworld

Clockwise from far left: The 2011 reinterpretation of Chopard’s 1990s Imperiale line introduces a 28mm version signaling discreet luxury; The new gold Hermès Arceau 
Temps Suspendu features a magical complication. Push the crown to suspend time at which point the two hands will sit at 12 o’clock until the crown is pushed again to resume 
timekeeping function; Maurice Lacroix’ latest addition to its Masterpiece range, the Roue Carrée Seconde, features the square wheels on the dial and gears made using LIGA 
technology; Rebellion’s Predator Mono-Pusher Chronograph 30 Minutes in collaboration with Eric Giroud, has elements, both technical and aesthetic, inspired directly from racing 
cars, like the brake disks and the pedals. 

Basel feels slightly like horological 

speed-dating. You dash from appointment 

to appointment being shown numerous 

watches in the hope of seeing som
ething 

that makes the heart beat a little f
aster. 

Being a complete tart, this year I couldn’t 

settle on one tru
e love, but decided on 

three instead.

First up was the Bremont BC-SOLO. 

Created as an entry
-level piece, it is 

an 

instant classic with its paired down 

pilot’s watch aesthetic – and the 

version with the cream numerals looks 

particularly stylish. From minimal to 

magical, the next heart-stopper was 

Hermès’ Arceau Le Temps Suspendu. As 

the name indicates, this watch allows 

the wearer to stop time – beautiful, 

brilliant and like something out of a 

Lewis Carroll novel.

Finally, Pequignet’s 

Rue Royal caught my 

eye but more for what 

lay under the bonnet – 

its Calibre Royal. This 

movement has space 

for complications 

built into the original 

main plate, so even 

with multiple functions the movement 

will not exceed 5.88mm. A brilliant 

innovation and the watch looks pretty 

fabulous too.

All I have to decide now
 is which one 

to steal first. 

Laura McCreddie, Retail Jeweller
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For the horological equivalent of a petrol head there was much to celebrate this year. The existence of collectors who are prepared to pay six-figure sums for small mechanical marvels is a great stimulus to creativity; creativity vastly liberated by new technologies in component production.

Christophe Claret’s Blackjack offers over 800,000 ‘hands’ dealt randomly at the press of a button in a fairly accurate representation of the real game. You can also shoot craps or play roulette. Harry Winston’s Opus Eleven elaborates on the 3 x 4 hour digital display beloved by Urwerk. For 

Harry, each hour digit appears and disappears in a flash in a complex c h o r e o g r a p h y reminiscent of a parade of leaf-cutter ants. Breguet has a musical alarm watch under development. It plays a piece by Rosini beautifully, but is remarkable for its use of magnets to solve one of the oldest problems in watchmaking. 
Elaboration of these and other marvels must await future issues of QP.

Baselworld: 69
Po

stcard
s

Clockwise from left: As its name suggests, Patek’s ref. 5164 Aquanaut Travel Time features an extra timezone as well as a day/night indicator and a date sub dial; Bell & Ross’s 
new take on the BR 01 Radar is a self-winding mechanical timepiece that features an analog display and a sweeping effect that mimics the light beam on an actual radar screen; 
Another year brings another Harry Winston Opus  – Opus Eleven – designed in partnership with Denis Giguet of MCT. Taking complexity to another level, the watch’s aim is to 
‘explode’ time; Bremont’s ‘entry level’ model, the BC-SOLO features a pared down, aviation-inspired aesthetic combined with typical Bremont touches. 
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